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Instructions:
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I. The paper has 15 questions; all carry equal marks. Answer any 12 questions
2. The working should be shown in the answer booklet
3. The final answer should be entered in the space provided after each question in the question paper
4. Attach this question paper with the answer booklet and submit at the end of the examination.

(1) Two particles of masses ml and mz are connected by a massless spring
of spring constant k (shown in Figure). If the system is free to oscillate
along the length of the spring, the frequencies and amplitudes of the
normal modes of the oscillating system are given by A B

Ans: OOs= ---- OOa= _ al= _ a2= _

(2) Two identical blocks, each of mass m and lying
on a smooth horizontal platform (ignore friction)
are connected to two identical massless springs
of spring constant k (shown in Figure). The
characteristic frequencies for normal modes of
oscillations are given by:

Ans: OOs= ----- OOa= _

(3) The equation of a travelling plane sound wave has the form: (= 60 cos (1800t - 5. 3x), where ~
is expressed in um, t in seconds, and x in meters. (i) the phase velocity of the wave and (ii) the ratio of
the displacement amplitude, with which the particles of medium oscillate, to the wavelength is

Ans:~ _ Ans: -----------
(4) A plane elastic wave (= aer=costost - kx), where a, /" {JJ and k are constants, propagates in a

homogeneous medium. The phase difference between the oscillations at the points where the particles'
displacement amplitudes differ by 11 = 1.0%, if Y= 0.42 m-I and the wavelength is A= 50 em is

Ans: -----------
(5) A certain resonance curve describes a mechanical oscillating system with logarithmic damping

decrement A = 1.60. For this curve find the ratio of the maximum displacement amplitude to the
displacement amplitude at a very low frequency.

Ans: -----------
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(6) A plane light wave falls on Fresnel mirrors with an angle a = 2.0' between them. If the width of the
fringe on the screen Llx = 0.55 mm. The wavelength of light is

ADs: --------------------
(7) In Lloyd's mirror experiment (see figure) a

light wave emitted directly by the source S
(narrow slit) interferes with the wave
reflected from a mirror M. As a result, an
interference fringe pattern is formed at
screen Sc. The source and the mirror are separated by a distance I = IOO cm. At a certain position of
the source the fringe width on the screen was equal to Llx = 0.25 mm, and after the source was moved
away from the mirror plane by MI = 0.60 mm, the fringe width decreased 11 = 1.5 times. The
wavelength of light is

ADS: -------------------- llm

(8) A ball of mass m = 50 g is suspended by a weightless spring with stiffness ~ = 20.0 Nlm. Due to
external vertical harmonic force with frequency ro = 25.0 s-l the ball performs steady-state oscillations
with amplitude a = 1.3 em. In this case the displacement of the ball lags in phase behind the external
force by cj> = 0.75 1t. Find the quality factor of the given oscillator.

ADS: ---------------------
(9) A block of mass 0.2 kg attached with massless spring with spring constant 80 Nlm is in the horizontal

plane having damping force constant per unit mass (elm = 213) = 20 S-l. The other end of the spring is
attached to a rigid support. The block is subjected to a horizontal periodic force F(t) = 2 CDS (30t)
Newton. The average power «P» supplied by the oscillator and the amplitude of the oscillation at
resonance (lxlr ) are respectively

ADS: <P> = mW ADS: Ixlr =--------------------- mm

(10) A damped oscillator with mass 10 kg and damping force proportional to the velocity, has period of 5
seconds. The successive maximum values of its displacements are in the ratio e:I. Percentage of
increase in damping required to make the system critically damped is

ADS: %---------------------

Under critically damped situation if the mass starts with velocity Vi and displacement zero, the mass
stops after a time of

ADS: seconds---------------------
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(11) A coupled oscillator consists of two identical spring mass systems with spring constant K = 9 N m-I

and mass m = I kg, connected with a third spring of different spring constant K'. Initially both are at
rest with one displaced at Xl = I em and another at equilibrium position X2 = O.The maximum possible
kinetic energy value of the centre of mass system is

ADS: N-m--------------------
When both the displacement becomes equal (XI = X2), the value of this displacement is

ADS: m

(12) The transverse wave If = A (1+ 3eT k) ei(wt-kx) has k = 7 m-I and phase velocity vp = 2 X 104 ms-I.
The phase difference between the points (x,y,z) = (3,5,2) m and (7,2,1) m is

ADS: radian--------------------

The angle between the If vectors at the points (3,5,2) m and (2,1,2) m IS

ADS: degree

(13) A thin uniform vertical rod of mass m and length I is hinged at the point 0 (see
Figure). Given, the combined stiffness of the springs is equal to k and the mass of
the springs is negligible. The frequency of small amplitude oscillations is

ADS: <00 = _

(14) Three identical particles, each of mass m and charge Q, are placed in a straight
line. Two of the particles are fixed at positions X = 0 and X = L. The third particle
is placed somewhere in between the first two and is free to move. The potential
energy of this middle particle is

Q2 [1 1 ]Uex) = - -+-
4ITEo x L-x

o

L

If the middle particle is displaced by a small distance from the stable equilibrium, it will undergo
approximate simple harmonic motion about the equilibrium. Find the period of this oscillation as a
function of Q, m, and L.

ADS: ----------------------------------------
(15) A block of mass m =200 g is attached to a horizontal spring with k = 0.85 N m-I• When in motion, the

system is underdamped by a force that is linear in velocity, with y = 0.2 kg S-I.

The time period of oscillation is

ADS: ----------------------------------------
How long does it take for the oscillating block to lose 99.9% of its total mechanical energy?

ADS: ----------------------------------------
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